The article attempts to outline some characteristics of the selected Ukrainian-Russian-Polish-English anthropocentric phraseological units. The author strives to show a significant role of anthropocentric phraseological units in the representation of a cultural mentality, as well as in reflecting the national and cultural identity. The investigated examples are grouped into several paradigms, each reflecting a special human trait. It is the first attempt to draw parallels as well contrasts between phraseologisms in a given semantic paradigm both in related Ukrainian, Russian, Polish and non-related English languages. The attempt has been done to learn and understand the national spirit of the certain ethnic group through anthropocentric phraseological units. This is one of the first attempts when these four languages -Polish, English, Russian and Ukrainian, have been compared in the certain paradigms of anthropocentric phraseologisms reflecting the national and cultural identity in order to capture the spirit of the target language. It is essential for effective cross-cultural communication because the
national and cultural factors of a single speech environment significantly affect not only the elements of the communicative code, but they are also important in the communication process with all its components, i.e. principles, maxims, rules of communication, communication strategies and tactics.
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One of the most important problems of modern linguistics is the presentation of language as a reflection of the surrounding world, the reflection of the world view by different language tools.
Phraseological idioms reflect the objective reality in the imagination of the particular cultural community. Due to this they are important as a source of the cultural concepts, i e. the information about specific national characteristics of the certain language and cultural environment, therefore "the cultural information incorporated in phraseological phrases need to be taken into account" (Cowie, 2001 , p.34).
Because of the complex nature of a phraseological unit with a number of specific features there exist a lot of different classification systems provided by different scholars and based on different principles. Within traditional approach the major tasks are connected with the systematization of the phraseological fund of a language in accordance with semantic criteria. The semantic approach is focused on the importance of idiomatic, functional and contextual aspects. In the classical works of the majority of leading researchers much attention has been paid to the study of inner structure of phraseological unit. Within the inner-connected semantic constituents or components there have been distinguished three main constituents: signification, denotation, and connotation (Kunin, 1996) or six interrelated macro-components: descriptive, evaluative, motivational, emotive, stylistic, grammatical (Teliya,1988 ).
However, many relevant issues within traditional approaches remained outside the range of interests: "these approaches have no way of accounting for how phraseological meaning is formed, how cultural or sociocultural information is encoded and stored during its creation and then is retrieved by speakers while using phraseologisms in actual communication, as well as how the mechanisms of the phraseological processing work. Neither has the special nature of the phraseological imagery nor its genesis been subject to an exhaustive description" (Zykova, 2016, p. 256) . As prominent scholars claim, in classical researches on phraseology the study of phraseological semantics was confined, to a great extent, to rather general observations (Baranov, Dobrovol'skij, 2013).
At the end of the 20th century with the development of cognitive linguistics the traditional view of phraseological meaning began to alter as the researchers have shifted their interest to learn and understand the national spirit of the certain ethnic group through anthropocentric phraseological units. A significant role of anthropocentric phraseological units in the representation of a cultural mentality, as well as in reflecting the national and cultural identity have been taken into account. All that gave a rise to the development of the new direction, i. e. the anthropocentric phraseology as the research of interaction between linguistic and extralinguistic meanings of phraseologism (Aliefirenko, 2008), because it verbalizes the national spirit of the nation, that allows to identify the peculiarities of the mental world of the certain ethnic group, its culture and to learn about different stages of its cultural development. Wysoczański (2006) , also focus on the connection of language and thought, consciousness, culture and society. The linguistic and cultural approach to understanding the concept implies that it consists of two parts, i. e. the conceptual one and the cultural background. The conceptual part of the concept is the basis of lexical meaning of the word, but the cultural layer includes the axiological evaluation, associations, abstraction, etc. The cultural concept reflects the ethnic representation of linguistic knowledge.
Since these problems have not been the subject of much attention of linguists, studying cultural, functional and pragmatic peculiarities of anthropocentric phraseologisms in related Ukrainian, Russian, Polish and non-related English languages is the valid subject in the modern linguistic research. It is also essential for effective communication, so that the national cultural factors of a single speech environment are important in the communication process. All that motivates the validity of the proposed research and its practical application is defined by the possibility to use the results in the translation practice and in some university courses, in the areas of intercultural communication in particular. The practical aspect of the research is connected with the attempt to show peculiarities of anthropocentric phraseologisms in order to capture the spirit of the target language. The novelty and the relevance of the topic lie in the linguistic analysis of the anthropocentric phraseological units of four languages -Polish, English, Russian and Ukrainian. The novelty of the research lies in the characteristic of different manifestations of the national and cultural concepts in related and non-related languages to identify similarities and differences and the correct interpretation of the pragmatic value in order to increase efficiency of cross-cultural interpersonal interaction
In the proposed research the phraseological level of anthropocentric concepts with its figurative meaning will be investigated
The aim of the research is to consider the functional and pragmatic meaning of the anthropocentric idioms on the descriptive material of different languages, i. e. Ukrainian, Russian, Polish, English. That aim determines the realization of such specific tasks: to distinguish some subgroups of the anthropocentric idioms; to analyze the similarities and differences of the equivalents of the certain idioms, also the idiomatic variations on the material of related and non-related languages; to identify the national and cultural peculiarities in phraseology of the studied groups. The analysis of the concepts proper and sub-concepts will be done at the phraseological level.
The conceptual image of the world is reflected in human activities, cognitive processes to present the world, knowledge and understanding of the world by the members of the certain society. These images and knowledge are widely represented in phraseology of the certain society, because each lexical unit which is involved into the verbalization of concepts, stores some knowledge during ages. The phraseological layer of language preserving national and cultural characteristics of the specific language and cultural environment reveals the nature of the ethnic community, nation, nations. More than that, due to the phraseological units the unique national cultural treasure is passed down from generation to generation. Wilhelm von Humboldt was the first one to make the connection between language and culture. For the philosopher, the interlocutors of the particular cultural community are capable to contribute to the formation of a collective cultural identity through specific ethnic concepts, which the famous scholar called the spirit of nation (Humboldt, 1984) . Also E. Sapir was one of the first as well to postulate explicitly that language represents and conceptualizes reality in a culturally specific manner (Wierzbicka, 1978, p. 28 ).
Cultural concepts have anthropological nature because they as the mental formations are focused on spirituality, subjectivity and the inner world of the native speaker of the particular language. That is why the most complete national concepts are revealed in the anthropocentric phraseological units. As for modern linguists "phraseology is the only domain of the linguistic study which illustrates the correlation between language and culture" (Cowie, 2001 , p.38).
The phraseological idioms are determined by social and political aspects, traditions, customs, cultural values which create similar thematic domains in all investigated languages. The cultural concepts in the research will be described within a broader anthropocentric paradigm since it includes the cultural dimension; and its central assumption is that every language, especially its figurative meanings is connected with the reflection of the world-view shared by the linguistic knowledge about the reality.
Cultural concepts in anthropocentric phraseology of the proposed research are abstract notions such as, for instance, intellectual ability, emotional and expressive aspects, empathy and other positive traits of human nature as well as bad sides of human nature which construct the world-picture in a culturally specific way. Both concepts proper and sub-concepts are involved.
It is noteworthy indeed that "their specificity is implemented mostly at the cognitive, not the semantic level because cultural background refers to information that is most difficult to formalize, as it is connected with semantics in a very indirect and still unexplored way" (Hnatiuk, 2013 (Nurowska, 2012) ; compare: człowiek orkiestra (about the comprehensive intellectual abilities): Topor to prawdziwy człowiek orkiestrapisarz, rysownik, reżyser teatralny i filmowy, a także aktor, scenarzysta i scenograf (The National Corpus of Polish Language, 2012); Eng.: somebody is good hand at any job; somebody can do anything with his hands. The phraseological units of that subgroup are common to all investigated languages because of the same factors of logical and psychological nature. They were borrowed from the common sources, for example, more often they describe the positive qualities of men in connection with the manual physical work; mentioning of certain physical activities are typical for the contexts in which they are used. But there are also a lot of idioms specific to the certain language, for instance, the Polish phraseologism człowiek orkiestra is connected with the intellectual rather than physical qualities of human nature. The mentioned before phraseological unit also should not be confused with the English idiom Jack of all trades with the pragmatic meaning someone tries to do everything but nothing does properly: In the early days, Stevenson , pass) through the mill. In the first meaning there is also a synonym око набите (about the experienced person with a great life experience; about the person who immediately assesses any situation correctly). The sub-concept hardworking includes phraseological units with the concept of "work". In a given paradigm a number of basic components should be highlighted, so that the members of the ethnic community frequently find inspiring sources in them in order to characterize different situations, individuals or community aspects. They can be illustrated by such idioms as Ukr.: до сьомого поту; сім потів зійшло; умиватися потом; в поті чола; не покладаючи рук, i. e. (1) to work long hours and diligently; 2) to work or to make sb work until exhaustion; exerting oneself to the utmost; to work spending a lot of strength and energy: Ніхто її не побачить нігде і ні з ким, усе за роботою та по господарству, цілий день, рук не покладаючи (Vovchok, 1976) (Fowles, 1988) . The descriptive material confirms that the semantic meaning of mentioned before idiomatic nominations with the component sweat in the pragmatic sense of diligence is the same in all analyzed languages. Moreover, the component blood appears in order to strengthen the meaning of exhaustion. Another phraseologism in the paradigm of sub-concept "hard work" рання пташка (ранній птах) reflects the pragmatic meaning a person who gets up early, early starts to work: Аби на світ благословилось, уже вона й прокинулась, як рання пташка, і клопочеться, й бігає (Vovchok, 1976). The pragmatic value is clear in the phraseological opposition which combines hard work with laziness, such as: рання пташка носик чистить, а пізня очі продирає; рання пташка пшеничку клює, а пізня очки дере.
Cultural connotation plays a significant role in the appropriate interpretation of phraseological idioms. It arises from an associative relation between the image contained in the inner form of a language sign and the content of a cultural pattern. For instance, on the one hand, in the English linguo-cultural environment phraseologism pigeon-livered in the positive meaning little as a dove, sensitive as a dove is associated with a tiny pigeon chest. But there also exist a few phraseological nominations, for instance, to pluck as a pigeon; to fleece a pigeon with the negative pragmatic meaning to deceive a naive person (Bartel, 1983 , p.266). They are correlated with negative traits of human nature. On the other hand, there exist a lot of idioms with the component a dove. The lexical unit dove always has a positive value. It began from the biblical events. That lies in the fact that lexical unit dove was used in the biblical story about the Flood. The dove brought good news to the Noah's family that the water went down. Since then the lexical unit dove in English and in other languages has been used as a symbol of goodness, peace, sensitivity, love and it is also reflected in some other anthropocentrical phraseologisms, for instance, a pair of turtle-doves (Palmatier, 1995 to pluck as a pigeon; to fleece a pigeon. Thus, the metaphorical component голуб which in English is used in two forms dove and pigeon should be considered as a significant component of linguo-cultural connotation. Although the above phraseological units exhibit more similar values common to the analyzed languages, such as: soft-hearted, kind, delicate, sensitive, peaceful, at the same time some significant differences are noticed in the other metaphor nominations within a given paradigm of phraseological idioms. They do not always suppose a perfect equivalence of phraseological units from one language to another, as the individuals from each community select different elements from their own culture in order to create idioms with a significant degree of expressivity. There are animals, instruments, objects which have a specific reference in the immediate universe for the certain community, as there are components particularly important for the life of that ethnic group. Cultural connotation also arises from the interpretation of concepts or sub-concepts. For instance, in Ukrainian, Polish and English within the meaning of submissive, gentle the word lamb is the key component of idioms, in Russian, the component теленок appears in such anthropocentric idioms, because a cow, not a sheep in Russia was a symbol of prosperity. The same is not true about, for instance, Britain, where feeding of sheep was high on the list, because it brought big profits. In all analyzed cultures there is an interesting comparison of the gentle person with a cat. As for the English expression pussy cat it is assumed that "puss is the equivalent to Rus. кис-кис and Ukr.: кіс-кіс, the expression which is used to draw the cats' attention" (Ter-Mynasova, 2000, p.122).
Phraseology of the investigated cultural and language environments is also rich in idioms that emphasize the negative traits of human nature. In this paradigm there have been found a lot of statements with the animalistic components. Let us follow the declared idioms in order to identify common and different features in metaphor, motivation, meaning, etc. We also focus our attention on the units which are specific to the particular language, and are structured on traditions and cultural values, unique for the national identity of the certain culture. For instance, anthropocentric phraseology of Slavic languages differs substantially from the Western Germanic group of languages, to which English belongs, for example, in syntactic forms. On the one hand, the passive structure in Slavic phraseology, such as вовча натура в ліс тягне; скільки (як) вовка не годуй, а він (все) у ліс дивиться (пор.: как волка не корми, он все в лес глядит; черного кобеля не отмоешь до бела; natura ciągnie wilka do lasu; czarnej kobyły nie domyjesz do białego), points out that the external circumstances are more responsible for the creation of human nature, and therefore people are not mostly responsible for their bad nature.
On the other hand, the syntactic forms of English phraseological units are characterized by active voice, for instance, the dog returns to its vomit; leopard never changes its spots; you cannot make a silk purse out of a sow's, that means that people themselves are the performers of the actions, people's own actions aim to the creating of their character, therefore they are responsible for their bad traits of nature.
In semantic aspect, however, the investigated languages exhibit many similarities. To conclude, the culture-oriented approach in my research in line with particular achievements of cognitive linguistics in the area of concepts sheds more light on the specifics of the anthropocentric phraseology in order to clarify some aspects of how linguo-cultural information is encoded into phraseological idioms. The cross-cultural study of UkrainianRussian-Polish and English idioms has revealed that the unusual character of concepts and sub-concepts in the paradigms of anthropocentric idioms both in related and non-related languages manifests itself in the comparison with the equivalents in the investigated languages.
On the one hand, a perfect praseological equivalence should be taken into account, for instance, On the other hand, some phraseological units have only a partial correspondence in different languages, compare: Ukr.: покірна овечка; Rus.: ласковый как теленок; Pol.: potulny jak baranek; Eng.: gentle as a lamb. If, for the Ukrainian, Polish and English languages within the meaning of submissive, gentle the word lamb is the component of idioms, in the Russian case, the component теленок sometimes serves this function. From time immemorial it is a cow, not a sheep in the Russian linguo-cultural environment that was considered to be a symbol of prosperity, for instance, in the ancient Rus the cow was gently called матушкой-кормилицей.
On the whole, concepts proper largely coincide in all investigated languages but for aspects of meaning. At the same time, corresponding phraseologisms show a high degree of cultural specificity in the subconcepts. The difference in the anthropocentric phraseology in the UkrainianRussian-Polish and English languages is rooted in the choice of different realia or different aspects of the same realia by representatives of investigated linguo-cultural societies To conclude, we admit that, in many cases, we deal with similar logical and semantic patterns in all investigated languages because of the existence of the same human universal spirit, of a resembling ontological experience, of a common European identity. We could also assert, on the basis of the previously analyzed descriptive material, that there are unique phraseological units in the culture and mentality of each community, determined by different economic, social, historical and psychological aspects.
Since phraseology in comparative linguo-cultural studies is still relatively young field of research, much more corpora are necessary to learn and understand the national spirit of the certain ethnic group through cultural concepts. This is one of the first attempts when these four languages -Polish, English, Russian and Ukrainian, have been compared. Therefore, the prospects of further investigation are connected with the comparison of phraseological units in the anthropocentric paradigm expanding the study by the large group of phraseological idioms. The comparison will be continued and the conclusions of the proposed research have a premature character.
